
Story Studio is a socially conscious media company that 

facilitates for-profit and non-profit clients in discovering 

their core innovation narrative through our unique 

“storycatching” process. 

Story Studio
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Storycatching Development

Story Studio’s storycatching process has been developed during 25 years of television production, 

interactive entertainment, web programming and social media production at Time Warner, Disney, 

A&E Cable Networks, Google Ocean, the 2008 Presidential campaign and Integral Life. 
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Cable Networks

Deliverable: The Palace Chat App Toy Story – The Hunt for the Lost Toy Deliverable: Random 1 - Lost In Woonsocket

Obama 2008
Two Voters Campaign

Ken Wilber BiographyDeep Search Submersible
SOS – Defenders of the Deep
Global Waters Virtual World

Future of Christianity
RHCC Conference

Vote Common Good
2018 Election Bus Tour 

What’s My News
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Definitions that inform us… 

storycatching

The capture, mapping and incubation of individual, team or 

organizational stories to discover your core innovation 

narrative. 

Once identified your core innovation narrative is enhanced so 

that it generates maximum influence and revenue in the 

mainstream and emerging generative marketplaces.
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Core Innovation Narrative

Sometimes called an “elevator pitch,” an innovators core 

innovation narrative integrates: 

• Your stories about their offering’s value 

• the resistance to your offering finding success in the mainstream 

and emerging generative marketplaces.

• Your offerings alignment and influence within the mainstream and 

new generative marketplace. 

Your core innovation narrative is the “story pitch” that is passed from 

friend to friend and organization to organization, creating viral moments 

that lead to press and media attention.
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generative 

(narrative/innovation/marketplace)

generating, originating, or producing an experience that is 

advantageous to the most lifeforms in any given moment. 

A generative cultural narrative is currently driving an 

emerging worldview that is a viable alternative to our 

current dystopian/extractive view. 

The associated generative marketplace is the gathering place 

that promotes and sells innovative ideas, products and media 

that align with this generative worldview.
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convergence 

(media)

The process of converging integrated media messaging in 

television series, games, web programming, social media, 

events and immersive experiences to a potential target 

audience. 

These different types of media share a common integrated 

core innovation narrative told in different media forms and 

time durations.



There are multitudes of innovators 

like you working on some aspect of: 

• conscious capitalism 

• Transformational technologies

• climate renewal 

• green energy

• Social justice

• Community Development 

• farm to table food

• water

• trans-partisan politics 

• post dystopian media 

• contemplative spirituality. 
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The question for us is… if all these new 

innovations like yours are so great 

(and they are)… 

• why are you not getting more notice 

in the mainstream cultural 

conversation? 

• Why are you not having more 

influence on what we are going to 

do next as a culture? 

• Why are you being drowned out by 

the dystopian worldview depicted in 

the majority of our films, television, 

video games and social media? 
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What we think is missing is a believable

meta-narrative that includes all the 

generative innovations emerging globally. 

This meta-narrative would demonstrate 

how these innovations get us from our 

current extractive, dystopian worldview 

to the more generative one your innovation 

is a part of. 

Our storycatching process is designed to 

help you discover how your brain child fits 

into this new “story” that is already fueling 

a potential new marketplace of ideas and 

commerce.

Don’t you want to know if what you are 

creating is going to prosper and have the 

influence you want?



Our storycatching process includes four staged engagements…

Capture- &

Map

Your

Stories

Incubate

The Status 

of Your Core 

Narrative

Develop

an Internet

Test Pilot

Create

cable TV, 

social web

programming
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We capture and map the stories you are telling about 

your innovation that describe:

• The unique qualities of your offering

• the resistance to your offering finding success in 

the mainstream marketplace 

• your potential alignment with the emerging 

generative marketplace narrative  
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We then incubate the status of your innovation 

stories : 

• To measure how they add or subtract from your 

potential core innovation narrative.

• To determine the potential influence your core 

innovation narrative will have in the mainstream 

and generative marketplaces

• To identify your audience demographics and key 

influencers you will need to be successful
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We then develop an Internet Test Pilot Program 

designed to attract your potential audience to 

your core innovation narrative. 

This test pilot offers the audience a chance to 

engage with all the unique qualities of your 

offering as it provides some valuable service that 

encourages their participation in the test 

program. 
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Based on the results from your Internet test 

pilot, we develop the appropriate convergence 

media to promote your offering in the mainstream 

and  emerging generative marketplaces. 

This convergence media can include cable 

television series, web and game programming, 

events and social media campaigns.



Storycatching addresses these Challenges

Television

Web Programing

Social Media

1. Many times innovators are too close to their  

creations to really grok its core innovation 

narrative.

Our Storycatching process captures, maps and incubates the stories 

you are telling about your offering. It then integrates them into a core 

innovation narrative that will generate maximum influence and revenue.

n
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2. Many times innovators do not have a clear idea if their 

creation is really ready to raise the funds they need for 

entry into the marketplace or expanding their market share.

The Storycatching process clarifies the current status of your offering 

by generating Storycatcher indicators that help predict its success in the 

mainstream and generative marketplaces.
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Internet Test

Social Media

Television

3. Many times a client’s unique innovation narrative fails to 

align itself with the correct audience and the key influencers 

it needs to be successful in the mainstream and generative 

marketplaces.

The Story Studio tests your core innovation narrative as a pilot offering on the 

Internet. This initial test pilot identifies the strengths and weaknesses of your offering,  

the potential audience and the key influencers that will help define the convergence 

media you will need to succeed in the mainstream and generative marketplaces.

Narrative Alignment



In the Hub Network Model, the Story Studio’s 

client is a diverse group of multiple enterprises 

that are collectively developing some key 

component of the generative marketplace of ideas 

and innovations.

Each spoke of the Hub Network engages in the 

storycatching process with the end result being a 

collective core innovation narrative that drives 

the development of an Internet Test Pilot.

The results of the test pilot are designed to 

inform the creation of convergence media that 

promotes the hub clients innovations.

Story Studio Client Models

The Story Studio has two client models it facilitates. A Hub Network model and a 

Single Client Model. These two models can co-exist in the same community with 

different missions.
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In the Single Client Model (SCM) the 

Story Studios client is an individual 

enterprise that is developing some key 

component of the new generative 

narrative. The SCM is designed to 

surface the single clients unique core  

innovation narrative and test it 

utilizing an Internet Test Pilot.

The results of the test pilot will 

identify the qualities of the clients 

innovation narrative that will make it 

relevant, necessary and a successful 

player in the mainstream and new 

generative marketplaces. 

Single Client Model
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Story Catching Benefits For Hub and Single Clients

Engaging the storycatching process saves 

hub network and single clients time and 

money as they attempt to position their 

innovations in the mainstream and generative 

marketplaces. 

the Story Studio database offers a diverse 

set of possibilities gathered and cross 

referenced with other top innovators over 

time. This allows the client to very quickly 

identify partnerships within this group of 

innovators that will lead to their proper 

alignment in mainstream and generative 

marketplace narratives.
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In addition to helping clients succeed in 

the mainstream and emerging generative 

marketplaces, the Story Studio is also 

developing it’s own original mainstream 

dramatic television series that will help 

promote the client’s innovations to the 

main stream culture.
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Dramatic and Docu-drama Series 

Programing Production
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Story Studio - Core Media Team 

David                     Jennifer Jim                            Ken Alex

Riordan                  Walton              Brennen                 Furman         Vipond

Director Producer          Director of           Lead             Lead

Designer Photography,        Editor         Mapping

Storycatcher Line Producer Programmer


